
A Himalayan pass in winter
Tashi Lapcha La

Simon Fraser

In these days of increasingly commercialised mountaineering, with glossy advertis
ing and publicity, bureaucracy and regulations, obsessive competitiveness, mass
tourism and adventure treks, and ever growing numbers of climbers, Shipton's fear
that 'the whole value of the essentially personal and philosophical enjoyment of close
contact with the country is distorted' is unfortunately true. Consider for a moment
the continuing proliferation of massive expeditions in the Karakoram and Himalaya,
the ludicrous costs of climbing in China, and even a 'commercial' expedition to
Dhaulagiri. As early as 1956, Tilman remarked that 'a quiet man might well shrink
from going, say, to Kathmandu, the starting place for the Nepal Himalaya' and had
turned his attentions elsewhere. For those of us who were still in our cradles in 1956,
the golden age of Himalayan climbing passed us by, so that by the 1980s, vast
numbers of people have invaded the world's high places. In the last decades of the
20th Century, conservation in the Himalaya pre§ents a far greater challenge than the
climbs themselves, particularly when it is certain that almost any route can be
climbed. Fortunately there has been a marked revival of small expeditions, from the
hardest routes on the giants, to the truly enjoyable climbing on smaller peaks, as
envisaged by Bruce and Longstaff. But even this has failed to check what Sir Charles
Evans described as 'the shift of emphasis from preoccupation with the setting to
preoccupation with the performance and the technique'. Too many climbers
succumb to the folly of regarding a mountain purely as a recreational facility, to be
dissected into its component features, routes, grades and pitches and so on, thereby
displacing it totally from the environment of which it forms a part. Perhaps we
should consider the view of Sir Francis Younghusband, expressed in 1920 that 'the
quest for beauty should go hand in hand with physical discovery: the explorer should
have in him something of the poet and the painter'.

With the Himalaya now accessible to anyone with the time and the inclination, the
approach advocated by C. F. Meade is to be recommended:

'This business of discovering passes and minor peaks is a most fascinating form of
Himalayan mountaineering. The climber who cares only for capturing a big peak
necessarily knows exactly where he will get to if he is successful, for the top is a
blatantly obvious goal. On the other hand, the explorer of passes is often shielded
from the com'!lonplace certainty of knowing where he is likely to come out.'
The practice of making a living out of the irrational activity ofclimbing mountains

is a comparatively recent innovation by the leading exponents of the game, whereas
pass crossing has been profitable for generations of mountain people as the lure of
trade with distant neighbours inspired men to push routes through the ranges. In the
Himalaya there are many hundreds of passes but the Tashi Lapcha La in eastern
Nepal is one of the finest. The neighbouring Nangpa La, 5716m, between Nepal and
Tibet is probably the highest pass on any trade route in the world, exceeding even the
notorious Karakoram Pass, 5575m, on the ancient trade route between Kashmir and
Chinese Turkestan, far to the NW. But in spite of its great height the Nang.pa La-is
relatively straightforward and is still used in trade with Tibet. The Tashi Lapcha La
however, connecting Khumbu. and the remote Rolwaling valley, is even higher
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(5755m) and though not strictly a trade route, it is probably the most formidable
regularly used pass in the world, on account of its height, technical difficulty and
objective dangers. It is extraordinary that native people without even the most basic
climbing equipment can negotiate the pass without mishap, proof of their
outstanding natural ability and instinctive mountain sense. Even more amazing is
the fact that sheep, goats and even small yaks are taken over the pass in favourable
conditions to sell at the weekly market in Namche Bazar. These days, with the influx
of tourists and expeditions, there is more contact with Khumbu and the pass is
frequently crossed by trekking groups and herpas who now have well equipped
arsenals of western equipment.

Approaching Everest in ovember 1978, it wa a pleasant surprise 10 find the
middle hills M Nepal relatively unspoilt, at least as far as the airstrip at Lukla where
crowds of package deal trekkers intrude abruptly. However much pleasure one may
derive from identifying the famous landmarks of 50la Khumbu as they unfold for the
first time, the classic books on the subject do not really prepare one for the huge scale
of the Everest massif, 'vast in unchallenged and isolated supremacy', a scale which is
only appreciated for instance when one sees Island Peak (6189m) dwarfed into
insignificance by the immense south face of Lhotse (850 Im). Nordo they prepare one
for the litter and environmental damage at Thyangboche, or for the sight of elderly
Americans clad in down from head to foot, struggling with great fonilUdc to over
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5000m w~ilst their leader, 'Lord ofall' like the mountain they have come so far to see,
waggers around the camp, NO PROBLEM inscribed in bold letters on his sweat

shirt, giving orders to Sherpas and anyone else within earshot. or is there a shortage
of enlightened 'travellers' from the W, doing Everest between the mushrooms and
the marijuana, en route for Bali and beyond, who solemnly give unasked for advice in

amche that uptse looks far higher than Everest and that the cold thin air is 'too
much'.

Fortunately Khumbu is spacious, and though the popular view of Everest on a
clear winter day from the shoulder of Pumori is memorable, there are many more
unfrequented corners for peace, solitude and contemplation. For 3 weeks, Nicola
Dugan and I explored Khumbu with the gentle but wild-looking Pasang Namgyal of
Thame who still wore pigtails and traditional clothes, spoke not a word ofEnglish and
like many Sherpas had such a penchant for hot chill is that our meals of rice and lentils
resembled smouldering volcanoes. In December we decided to attempt the Tashi
Lapcha La. The pass was first crossed by foreigners during the 1951 Mount Everest
Reconnaissance, and to this day the country to the N bordering on Tibet is little
known. It is easy to imagine the pleasure that Shipton, Hillary and others derived
from the first exploration of this superb area. Like any respectable mountain, the
outcome was uncertain as a recent heavy snowfall which held us up for 2 days below
Cho Oyu heralded the approach of mid-winter and it was hard to find Sherpas who
knew the country and were prepared to accompany us. We were deserted and cheated
on the first day by 2 Sherpas from Khumjung, but in Thame we were amongst friends
and were given a warm welcome. After a genial evening of festivity in a house
crowded with monks and relatives, ostensibly mourning the death of Pasang
Namgyal's father, we made a leisurely start for the pass on the following day with 2
reliable men, Ang Sarkay and Purba Tensing. The scattered houses and snow
covered fields ofThame were soon behind us and by 2pm the sun had already passed
behind the sheer wall ofTeng Kangpoche, a 6500m peak on the S side of the valley,
so it was very cold walking through powder snow in deep blue shadow. At the
summer settlement and grazing ground ofThengpo (4320m), Purba Tensing owned
a tiny herdsman's hut, almost full of hay, which we squeezed into for the night.
Outside the land was gripped by the cold.

The next day we ascended the easy E side of the pass, over huge moraines and
snowfields dominated by ice-fluted peaks, through an easy icefall to a snow basin
ringed by high cliffs, the only exit being an icy ramp that climbed steeply to the right.
At the top of this we watched the last rays of the sun touching Kangtega and
Thamserku before wearily climbing a little further to Tashi Puk (5700m), a bivouac
site tucked under a vast rock wall. By now it was nearly dark and the full moon was
shining on the exquisite snow peak ofParchamo (6272m) .. This was yeti country, not
far from the Menlung basin where Shipton took his famous photograph of yeti
footprints in 1951. According to the Sherpas, a yeti had last been seen in Thengpo 3
weeks earlier.

The air was absolutely still so we cooked supper quite comfortably in the open
despite the intense cold. There was some talk of climbing Parchamo, but Nic, whose
experience hitherto amounted to one ascent of Helvellyn and Great Gable was not too
keen on the idea. Besides it was late in the year and we were keen to cross the pass and
see the country beyond.

We started at dawn on 13 December, intending to be past the danger zone on the
far side as soon as possible. Ang Sarkay had to break with tradition at this point by
strapping crampons over his soft leather and felt Sherpa boots stuffed with hay. The
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weather and snow conditions were perfect and almost before wc realised it we had
reached the lOp of the pass. It was an exhilarating spOt and the Sherpas shared our
delight on thi magnificent wimer's morning. On the side, Tengi-Ragi Tau soared
precipilOusly to 6940m whilst to th· S, crumpled snowfields I d to the summit of
Parchamo. The vit;w beyond the pass was .tupendous, a \"hole new vi ta of high
mountains such as Dragkar-Go (6793m) rising from an extensive glacier plateau,
providing supet'b prizes for small part ies. On the W side sreep snow led down easily
for 300m 10 the Drolambau glacier which la in freezing ·hadow. Wc made rapid
progress on its level surface, well away from the extensi\'e avalanche d 'bris on the
fhtnks of Parehamo, occasionall Aoundering in deep drifts of powder snow until we
reached the lOp of tht; icefall, where the ground plunged away and disappeared
completely until we saw the surface of the vast Trakarding glacier 350m below. The
route followed a corridor bet ween broken seracs and then steepened inlO an ugl
couloi r of hard, polished ice that descended in Steps to easier ground below the icefall.
Nic was badly shaken and bruised when she fell on the teepe't pan and ahhough the
rest of the de,~cen I \. as easier, wc made slow progre s down shattered slabs covered in
verglas and loose rocks beneath threalening iceclifTs. The sun had now caught the lOp
oflht; icef'all which stanedlOcreak and drip ominously, shedding 'rones as wc picked
our way down, anxious not to make any routc finding error, for there was no shelter
from SLOnefall or avalanche. Even in winter, Ihehigh ahitudc 'un was pownful in fine
weather. The route cl 'sccnded 10 the righl along a scree ramp between Ihe icewall
above, huge boulders teetering on its edge, and tht; \'ertical cliffs below which
dropped down to the Trakarding glacier. Halfway down this chute wc heard a dcep
roar and were lemporarily rooled 10 the SpOt. fearing Ihe worst. Then our eyes werc
caught by a movement ncar Ihe lOp of the 6666m peak opposite, Bigphera-Go I up.
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and we watched the incredible spectacle of a full scale Himalayan avalanche at close
quarters, sweeping the entire 2000m face before exploding into millions of ice
fragments that engulfed the glacier below. Minutes later, all was quiet again as if
nothing 'had happened. This awe-in pi ring sight having 'concentrated the mind
wonderfully', we continued on our way feeling microscopically small and feeble.
With considerable relief we reached safe ground at 5000m on a rocky spur called
Zapoa that jutted out over the glacier. It was not a moment too soon for a couple of
minutes later the gully we had just de cended was raked by stonefall, the fir t lethal
bombardment of the day.

There was still a long day ahead of u , de cending the endles chaos of glacial
moraine. We pas ed beneath tottering seracs at what seemed a afe distance but soon
we cros ed the debris of an ice avalanche that had fallen with uch force that it had
swept right over the huge lateral moraine and spilled out on .to the glacier in
armchair-sized fragment ofclear blue ice. This sight echoed Tilman 's comment that
Himalayan avalanches 'a ume an unimaginable size and travel unbelievable
distances. The only safe rule is to take every precaution, trust nothing, and expect
one day to be caught out'. Lower down, the glacier was hemmed in by repulsively
loose conglomerate cliffs which regularly released violent rockfall that pounded the
screes with sinister and disturbing frequency and increased in magnitude as the day
wore on. There was a menacing air ofdisintegration for we were surrounded by loo e
raw rock, dirty ice and the din of falling debris. Like ants crawling over gravel, we
were forced to follow the chaotically loose crest of the moraines after two near mis es,
instead of the easier ablation valley. That evening we camped at Tropuk, a huge
boulder near the end of the glacier, which was exposed to a relentles wind and the
frigid silver light of the moon.

Our first awareness of the next day was a mug of steaming tea thrust under the fly
sheet by Ang Sarkay. We were unaccustomed to being waited on, but on this bitterly
cold morning we did not complain. The 2 Sherpas were great characters who soon
became firm friends. Superbly fit, expert at living in the wilds, they impressed us by
their loyalty, good humour and toughnes , greatly enhancing our enjoyment of the
journey. The out tanding qualities of the Sherpas are adly lacking amongst ome of
the half we ternised herpas in amche, but with Ang Sarkay and Purba Tensing,
our faith was restored. We were soon packed up and on the move. At the end of the
glacier was a large frozen lake, Tso Rolpa (4534m) but the Sherpas had a morbid fear
of water and chose to brave the considerable danger of stonefall rather than trust the
ice. However the surface was very solid and Nic and I trudged the length of the lake
easily and safely, the sun warming our backs and illuminating the dust rai ed by the
tremendous bombardment that had already started on the glacier behind us. The ice
edge was littered with rock debris and in the middle were some small icebergs that
had calved off the glacier snout and were now frozen into immobility until the Spring
thaw. Tibet was only 5 km away and it was easy to imagine we were in the remote
heart of the forbidden land. The W side of the lake was' dominated by a magnificent
peak, Kang Nachugo (6735m) that stood like a sentinel guarding the entrance to the
Rolwaling valley. Reaching the first vegetation we descended into a beautiful flat
bottomed glen with steep cliffs at the ides and a clear stream meandering across the
valley floor. Soon we saw the first signs of man again-prayer flags and mani stones
and a small bridge acro s the river, from where we could look back to another superb
objective, Tsoboje (6689m) traight above Tso Rolpa. In another hour we reached
the deserted summer settlemenl of a (4200m) where we ba ked in relative warmth.
Life was good as we continued down the now forested valley, c1utter'ed with huge
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boulders and overlooked on th si le by frozen walerfalls, untOuched by lhe winter
sun. The sacred mountain Gauri ankar (7146m) appeared high above us, very
lovely and spectacular, Wilh the tiny Tibelan style village of Beding nestling at its
fool. We _ ere immediatel welcomed and given a hu e meal of rice before allending
a ceremony that e,' ning in the mona tery for a recently deeea cd man. urround d
b. a ca of miling herpa fa e huddled tOgether in the flickering glow of ('ountle s
bUller lamps, we wer rather t 0 tired to al preciate the monotOnou incantalion and
retired early to a hou e at the top oflhe village which wa stacked precariou Iy up the
steep mountainside.

Du 10 lhe extremely difficult and limited environment, i olaled from both
Tibetan and I epale e valley. Rolwaling was coloni ed b the poore t member of
Tibetan and Sherpa communitie aboul 110 cars ago and i one oflhe leasl de 'irable
E Himalayan valleys in which to live. Neverthele 'lhe ettlement and economic
exploitation of high altitude H imalayan valley' ha been an extremel dynamic and a
currently accelerating process'. In lilt! more than a c ntury, the valle has bcen
ucce sfully settled, undergone an agl-arian re olution with lhe introduction of lhe

pOlatO and seen further great economi changes Wilh tOurism and e 'pedilion' so that
ther is already out-migration 10 other areas of Nepal. The flexibility of these high
altitude d_ eller 'hows the pOlential for mod Tn economic developmenl in epal
de pit major ecological problems.

Thirty years after it was first seen by outsiders, Khumbu and Rolwaling retains its
unique allraction a' onc of the finest mountain regions in lhe world. Of lheir
homeland, the Sherpas sing:

thousand, twO lhousand pas 'es,
Pas es in lhe lands of strangers,
I will cro three thousand passes,
To go 10 my own counlry.'

adly we said goodbye to Ang Sarkay and Purba Tensing. A couple of days laler, in
contra tto lhe terile icy waste- of the high Himalaya, wc were in lush sub-tropical
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forest at IOOOm after descending the wild Rolwaling gorge. For the re t ofthejourney
we lived on iron rations for the villages were very poor and even tea was
unobtainable. But there remain vivid memories of the bucolic charm of the Nepalese
countryside, a feast of tangerines in a tropical valley, enchanting views of Gauri
Sankar from high ridges, the hospitality of the Buddhi t nuns at Bigu, the cool forests
of the Thingsang La. After 7 weeks in the hills it was easy to realise the value of
simplicity and it was with mixed feeling that we arrived back in the Kathmandu
valley in time for Christmas.

The mountains of Mongolia

Janusz Baryla and Marek Brniak

The Mongolian People's Republic occupying an area of 1135000 square km IS a
mountainous country. Ulhan Bawl', its capital city, is situated at a height of about
1290m. According 10 Sovict geographers the country's average altitude is 1580m
while the biggest peaks exceed 4000m in height. Of course this is not an impressive
altitude by Asiatic standards but there has not been much exploration nor have
studies ~een carried out in the Mongolian mountains, which makes them particularly
interesting for scientists and explorers as well a mountaineers.

The lack of any detailed, reliable maps of the country's topography has been a
principal problem faced by all the explorers lucky enough to get 10 the 'Centre of the
Asian Continent', as Mongolia is often called. This is however, a typical problem met
in many large stretches of Asia. We can therefore see various sources quoting
considerably different heights for the same peaks and it must always be remembered
that these have been measured more or less roughly.

Exploration of this area is difficult for some other reasons, 100. One of them is a real
language barrier-Mongolian belongs to the Altaic group of languages, but since the
early part of the 1940s it has been using the Russian alphabet. This results in many
fundamental communication difficulties including those of transcription of the local
geographical names. Also some features of the Asiatic mentality-e.g. 'nobody
knows anything for sure' -may make exploration troublesome. Furthermore, the
official travel permits required for visitors make it almost impossible 10 move about
on one's own in the country's intcrior. Time-consuming negotiations must be
handled w~lI before permission i granted for any action to be undertaken in more
remote areas. These include the mountains where the only parties admitted were
organized groups armed with official letters of invitation and co-operating with
Mongolians. Despite all the problems mentioned above Mongolia is really worth
seeing for its various exotic peculiaritie . It cannot be recommended however to over
inquisitive, impatient or excitable people.

Early travellers, including Marco Polo himself, were interested in Mongolia but
more detailed exploration of the country has been taking place at intervals only since
the turn of the 19th century. Most of the explorers who travelled in the country in
those days were Russians and some Poles. A good deal of the more detailed
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